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Costello-Zeno Elected 
Over "Apathy Ticket" 
by GARY TAPHORN 
Dan Costello and Tom Zeno, 
the President-elect and Vice-
President-elect of the Student 
Body, plan' on · their 
administration being fully 
operative by May 1. Their 
immediate concerns include a 
re-organization of the filing 
system of student government 
and the establishing of regular 
office hours that would make 
student government officials· 
The official results of the Student Government 
elections conducted last week report that Dan 
Costello and Tom ·Zeno were elected to the 
positions of Student Body President and ·Vice 
President for_ the coming school year. Costello and 
Zerio had campaigned on a platform which called 
for more fluidity in the core curriculum, increased 
involvement of commuters in student affairs, and 
movement toward autonomy within. the dorms. 
They defeated an "apathy ticket" of Tom Aust and 
Jerry Deer by the comfortable margin of 311-137. 
. more accessible to students. Newely-elected Student Government Vice-PrJsident Tom Zen'o 
In other election results, Sean poeitioneoftheUnivereitySenate, 
Hill and Tom Mascari compiled 95 TimJaineedefeated Dan Moser, 64 
uncontested votes for Senior Clase votes to 4 7, for the Commuter Arte 
President and Vice-President. Jim and Sciences seat. There were no-
Doyle and Jim Wetmore, also conteetelectioneforthethreeother 
unopposed, received 101 votes for etuden·t seats on the University 
President and Vice-President of Seriate. Bill Amold gamered 123 
the junior class. Claire Donlin and votes for the Dormitory Arte and 
Jim Polito were elec~juniorclaee Sciences seat, while Dan Reth lake' 
representatives. and Larry Flick received 43and12 
In the only contested claee votes, respectively, for the 
election, the Sophomore Claes Dormitory Business and 
President and Vice-President Commuter BusineBB seats. 
ticket of Gary Tanksley and 
Robert Robisch defeated that of 
. Lee Read and Donna Dube by a 
vote of 104-69. 
TheCommuterCouncilelections 
saw.all four candidates elected to 
seats. The candidates were Diane 
Schmidt (55 votes), Leonard 
Roweluunp (52 votes), Dan James 
· (50 votes), and }>aul Klingenberg 
(44 votes). 
In the campaign for student 
In the elections for Student 
Senate, 20candidatescampaigned 
foreightavailableseats. Theeight 
students elected are as follows: 
John O'Brien (195 votes); Jim 
Lindhorst (154 votes); Kathy 
Blank (135. votes); .Mark · 
Armbruster (132 votes); Rocco 
Saracini (131 votes); John 
Lechleiter (128 votes); Jim 
Moroney (111 votes); Tom James 
(96 votes). 
Hall Staff Applications. 
Are Now Being Accepted 
· by JACK PETRE 
Applications for residence hall the students on the floor: A 
staff positions for the 1972-73 Resident Assistant is not to 
academic year are now being· represent student conceme to 
accepted by Mr. David A. Tom, other administrators as a student 
Director of Housing. Applications leader. Rather, says Tom, he 
are also being a~ted for the should direct students to represent 
positions of Complex Director and their concems and needs to the 
ABBistant Complex Director. appropriate university office. 
Those interested may apply in Furthennore, Tom noted. the 
person or in writing to the Director Resident Assistant takes the place 
of Housing. of the Dean of Students in a 
Dormitory students; preferably practical sense in the residence 
present juniors and seniors, hall. According to Tom, his job is 
interested in the position of .to personalize the university,1 to 
Resident Assistant may obtain the extent . of his experience, 
information and applications training, and ability, for each of 
from any hall director. Each the students on his floor. 
-Easter Brings Food Survey; 
More Breakfast Is Viewed 
' . ~ . 
The Food Service Advisory 
Committee has announced a two-
fold program for the spring and 
next year. The first part of the 
program is effective immediately. 
Its purpose is to open up lines of 
communication between the 
Advisory . Committee and the 
student body conceming the food 
service in general. Any member of 
the student body is invited to 
express his· opinions or 
suggestions regarding ariy aspect · 
of the food service program. The 
Food Service Advisory Committee 
meets every other week to discuss 
the opinions and suggestions 
brought up by the students. 
Mr. Jerrold L. Perry, ABBistant 
Food Service Director, stated that 
this year's committee is an 
excellent group and especially 
active. He also stated that the 
students who have any 
suggestions for the weekly menu 
maycontactoneofthemembersof 
the menu sub-committee. Thie sub-
committee meets every week and 
composes the menu to be used for 
the following week. The members 
of this sub-committ.ee are: Ms. 
by J_IM KELLY 
Amy McMullin, Tim Natale, Patty Therefore it is necessary for an 
Petz, Rocco Saracina, Doug effective survey and complete 
Wemet, and Tom Schmatz. Any of student participation. 
these members of the two The survey will be a preferential 
respective committees are one, and the students will be 
availabie for suggestions. presented with five plans. The 
The second part of the Food students may pick either to keep. 
Service Advisory Committee ·the present board plan ($305) ofl 7 
program will take place after meals, or an extended plan of 19 
Easter. The Committee will meals. There are four different 
conduct a survey to loolc into the types of 19 meal board. plans 
po88ibilify of an extended board proposed. There is the 19-meal 
plaii for the students. The plan with optional continental 
Committee wants to know what . breakfast ($325), or with 
type of board plan the students mandatory continental breakfast 
prefer. ($315). Orthestudentsmaychoose 
a 19-meal plan with an optional 
Perry stated that the survey will . regular breakfast ($338), or with 
be taken because there has been mandatory regular breakfast 
enough student interest for an ($325). The prices enclosed are the 
extended board plan to warrant a Semester Board Rates for the 
survey to look into the issue. Perry ·respective plans. The survey is to 
also stated that the Committee will be conducted during the first week 
abide by the results. of the survey. after spring break. 
.. 
Decision Gives Use Of 
Breen Lodge To Coeds 
by MELANIE DOMANSKI 
Willie Lee Lappin, Head Chef Earl The fate of Breen Lodge has 
Northcutt, Yvette Asque, Amy . finally been decided. For the 
McMullin, and Tom Schmatz. . . 1972-73 school year it has 
Th be f the Food been allocated as the 
direction to the program. 
ememrso Ed ti 1 R d Service Advisory Committee are: · · u~. .~na esource an 
Waldow Bakierowski;t -~Yvette , .,Wo~~~.~, Center. ';After 
Asque, Tony Burgesie;:Thn ·~eonsicl~ri'1g,,Jhe. newly· 
Cannon, Melanie Domanski,' Ken : .prC)posed. "· t!':lternatlves 
G. b J McC . k presented by_ .Re-v:,: Andrew S. uun rone, oyce 0.rmic • Vlratrb, S.J., for a "leadership 
applicant should read the job 
description, complete and retum 
the application, along with three 
letters of reciommendatiOn, to the 
Director of Housing no later than 
------------------------- center'' and Chuck Beckman'& 
Various programs are being 
initiated, and it is planned to 
invite profeBBional women to 
campus to discuss their 
professions and career 
opportunities for women. The 
center will be open to both 
commuter and dormitory women 
in aµ effort to narrow the gap 
between the two groups and 
benefit the entire Xavier coed 
April 19. 
Tom points out that selection of 
Resident Assistants will be based 
on an analysis of each application, 
the letters of recommendation, and 
interviews of each applicant by 
present members of the residence 
hall staff and the Student Affairs 
Office. Regarding experience, 
graduate students and seniors are 
preferred, and applicants should 
have been living in the residence 
halla for at least two years. 
·A Resident Assistant, according 
to Tom, is c:Onsidered primarily a 
representative of the Student 
Affairs Office, with 
paraprofeesional responsibilities 
·involving administration, 
protection of student and 
oommunity rights, counseling, 
and program development. These 
responsibilities extend to groups 
and· individuals, as well as to all 
N C • t• S ( request for an expanded GED ew ommun1ca Ion ys em prol(l'Bm,theSpaceCommittee 
· · · · voted in favor of the following 
Is Tentatl·vely Approved motion:"ThatBreenLodgebe 
· turned over to the Office of 
by TOM SCHEVE Student Affiars to be used as 
an Educational Resource 
Center under its immediate 
1111d continued supervision. 
This allocation is subject to 
recall by the Space Committee, 
and the Office of Student 
Affairs la to make an annual 
report to the Space Committee 
conceminl the efficient UM of 
Breen Loc11e." 
Mr. Thomas J. Stadtmiller, 
Business Manager, announced 
that he has received tentative 
approval for the purchase and 
installation of a new two-way 
radio system for use by Xavier 
security. The new ·system will 
include two walkie-talkies, one 
central base station, and pOBBibly 
two remote operated telephone-
type units .. 
Pending formal approval by the 
Board of Trustees on April 6, the 
system could be ins~lled by July 
1, 1972. Its initial cost will be 
approxima~ly $5000 (somewhat · 
higher than was reported .in the 
News on February 16), with 
approximately $300 each year for 
ma~te_nance. 
Mr. Edward G. Turner, Safety-
Security Director, stated that 'the 
purpose of the new system was to 
enable his office to provide more 
efficient and prompt service. The 
old system depended on the use of 
a pocket-size device called a pager 
over which one could receive calls, 
but could not transmit messages. 
To use the pager one had tocall (by 
telephol)e) the· Cincinn .. ti Radio 
and Telegraph Company which 
would then transmit the message 
back to the pager. 
The University now has three 
pagers, one of which it will retain 
when the new system goes into 
effect. The new two-way, 
university-controlled radio system 
will provide almost instant 
communication, according to 
Turner. 
The building is to be maintained 
by Kathy Blank, Barbara BelbOt, 
Michele Geraci, and Mary Bliee, 
who will reside there during the 
academic year. Their proposal 
stated that the operation of the 
house would be supported by an 
Advisory Board consisting of Ms. 
Mary Lou Gist, Sr. Ellen L. 
Frankenberg, and Dr. Williwn J. 
Larkin, a.ii of whom will serve as 
resource people and provide stable 
community. · 
The question of security arose, 
and it was decided that additional · 
and better locks, window repairs, 
and fire extinguishers would be 
needed. The building would be 
open Sunday through Friday from 
noon to 11 p.m. and one of the girls 
would be on duty on the first floor 
at all times. The main door would 
be the only means of entrance and 
care would be exercised in 
admitting people. Men would be 
limited to friends of the occupants, 
those escorted by women, and 
those who come to the scheduled 
.events. 
Conceming the· funds required 
for repairs and adjustments for the 
building, contributions by the girls 
. themselveeand theuseofcarefully 
selected business would be 
·employed to defray an"y 
expenditure, and would result in 
minimal cost to the University 
itself. 
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Immediate 0 hjectives Plac.e .. Emphasis 
On Academic An_d Living Environment 
by MIKE MADGES 
Continued reanalysis of Xavier University's 
needs has resulted in an updated list of priorities 
for the university community. The present 
reevaluation centers on needs which are, in the 
opinion of _ ~oine of the university community, 
vital and urgent. The reanalysis focuses its 
attention on a broad range of priorities 
concentrating on the academic and living 
environment of its students. 
Friday evening c9urses as 
respresen tative of this outlook and 
concluded his remarks by 
maintaining that Xavier is 
committed to developing these 
to educate s~udents to the needs of 
the Appalachians but would also 
serve as a center of help for these 
people. Helmes again emphasized 
the need for teaching personnel 
and facilities and further programs. 
remarked about the poBSibility of Another set of specific priorities 
joint effort in this regard among a identified by the university 
number of Cincinnati-area concem the BusineBB College. Dr. 
universities including the ThomasJ. Hailstones, Dean of the 
University of Cincinnati and Business School, enumerated the 
Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J., 
Vice-President for 
Administration, stated ·that 
an analysis of priorities at 
Xavier commenced in October 
of 1968 and that . ·there has 
been continued reevaluation. He 
stated that input has been 
provided continuously by the 
Planning and Development 
Committee, ··the. deans, and the 
faculty who worked with their 
department chainnen to express 
their needs and their thoughts 
conceming the direction of the 
university. Nieporte remarked 
that students have worked with · 
various groups and have, in 
addition, been called upon by the 
deans for their comments and 
opinions. 
One major area of 
reevaluation has been the 
academic realm. Rev. 
Jeremiah O'Callalhan, S.J., 
Academic Vice-President, 
outlined a number of common 
academic goals for the 
univenity. He emphasized 
that scholarships, endowed 
professorships, sabbaticals, 
the establishment of a 
Univenity Research Fund, 
and library improvement 
served as priority areas which 
elicited the common 
apeement of the university· 
community. 
That scholarships are an 
immediate priority was explained 
by Rev. Clifford S. Besse, S.J., 
Chainnan of the Scholarship 
Committee. He explained the 
urgency of the situation by 
remarking that for the upcoming 
school year, 1972-73, Xavier has 
received scholarship applications 
from over 200 qualified students 
possessing academic averages of 
90% or better. Besse remarked that 
he has, at present, only 40 
scholarships to offer these qualified 
students and that, as a result, 
Xavier will lose an estimated 80 
students of top academic caliber. 
To further point out the need, 
Besae added that all scholarships 
offered last year were 
consequently accepted within a 
mere ten.cfay period. 
Base also commented on the 
importance of endowed 
profeuorahips by explaining that 
such a situation would benefit the 
university by allowing teachers 
the opportunity to do reeearch, and 
to give time and ::i nseling to 
atudenta (the teac.l81ra' academic 
loads would necesaarily be reduced 
with the endowed professorships). 
Be88e also emphasized the 
econpmic benefit involved since 
endowed professorships would 
decrease overall university 
expenditure on teacher salaries. 
O'Callaghan commented that the 
need for endowed professorships is 
very widespread and indicated 
that he couldn't remember an 
academic department which 
omitted the item among its list of 
priorities. 
: As regards a University 
Research Fund, O'Callaghan 
explained that the idea behind 
such a fund was the thought of 
setting aside certain monies which 
would be available to faculty, 
especially those in the non·natural 
and non-social sciences, to 
Northem Kentucky University. three basic needs decided upon for 
encou-"'e them to do research. · I tat" · the near future 
..... The development of a data· lDlP emen ion m . · 
To main area . for immediate processing and computer The need~ identified included the 
improvementofthelibrarycenters programming curriculum was also cons~ruction of a. ?ollege. of 
Upon the Purchase Of books and ci"ted by Helmes as a definite Busineu Adminutra hon Vi B N b "Id" th romotion and Rev. ct.or • ieporte, S.J. 
materials in order not only to priority. He explained that the . Ul mg, e P 
enhance the library's collection university is currently working on developmen_t dofththe Mtin:Bu.Aed. 
th · te d program an e con incorporate more eccumenical 
but also to complement the · establishing bo associa ~ d l ' t d xpansion ofthe programs on campus. The 
undergraduate and graduate bacculaureate degree programs m heve o~mf' an d:iinistra tion establishmentofacentrallocation 
school programs. this area. In reference t.o these 08·P 1 a a to house all communication arts 
. In elaborating upon priorities programs, Helmes, indicated that curriculum. . . II . f"l 
ti lized Mr Albert J time-sharing serves as a related Hailstones cited the need and equipment, espec1a Y 1 ms, 
=t,~e:~Lib~rian:statedthat priority and O'?allaghan resultin~ benefits. ~rom ~he records, and tapes, was also 
X · · ember of the Ohio corroborated Helmes statement construction of a bulldmg which mentioned. aVler 18 a m · · th . "ty Id "fi II I te t th A rt f th d i College Library Center. This by mentionmg at un~vers1 wou speci .ca y re a ~ e pa rom e aca em c 
ration consisting of Ohio feeling, at present, c:an, m fact, needs of the Colleg~ of. Busme88 realm, the reformulation of 
corpo I establish time-sharmg as a Administration. He indicated the priorities concentrated upon 
colleges and universities, operates common objective of the entire need for conference rooms, new the living environmen* of 
a number of computerized systems university community. In regard classrooms, and, in general, for Xavier •tu den ts. 1\ he 
to assist members in faster, more to the curriculum programs, moreoverallspace.Hemaintained . construction of a new 
efficient search and retrieval Helmes stated that arrangements that the college presently needs intramural facility served\ as 
procedures for library books and with certain employers are being this additional space to operate the most important prioritYi in 
journals and also provides for the established to allow students on· more effectively. He further this area of the universit)''s 
research, development, and the-job training in the data· remarked that the College of needs. Mr. Anthohy 
implemen.tation of such systems. ·proceBBing and computer· Business Administration Brueneman, Intramut~! 
One mam advantage of the programming fields. He presentlyhastakenwhatspaceis Direct.or, indicated that F. 
program is the opportunity it emphasized, however, that while available in attempting to operate intramural building la needFd 
affords students todiscoverwhich class work in these areas will efficiently. and should be equipped with 
books are in which libraries commence next fall, the work· In reference to the M.B.A. facilities t.o handle not o~ly 
throughoutthestate.Heexplained train~g aspect . will not be program, Hailstones explained male but also coed needs. ~n 
also that the systems provide, at finalized by that t1D1e. that the college is presently addition t.o the traditio1'al 
present,acataloguelisting,which Afourthareaofinnovationcited moving to the development of a oourta and l>'lll equipment, 
is on tape, of all books in Ohio by Helnies was the establishment full-time day school M.B.A. Brueneman remarked tha~!' 
libraries. Worst explained that of Saturday aftemoon courses. program. At present, except for a awimmin8 pool and arch~ry 
such infonnation derived fro~ Helmes explained the rationale for limited number of late aftemoon ran8e would alao be includ.ki, 
these systems is presently the developmentofsuch programs courseofferings,allM.B.A.classes within the facility. Be fmo~er 
available at the McDonald by emphasizing the role of a meet on Saturday or in the commentedthattheuniversity 
Library. university to "provide legitimate evening. The expansion of the la conaiderin• the movement 
coursework at a time, schedule, hospital administration ofthepre11enttenniacourtat.o 
In addition, to these broad . and location desirable to the curriculum refers, according to a location more pro:idmate it.o 
academic goals, more specific stu __ dent." He explained that it is Hailstones,tothepresentneednot the residencebal.la. '. 
academic needs have~ also been 
identified. Dr. Robert H. Helmes, incumbent upon the university to only for hospital administration Mr. Roderick C. Shearer, Vice: 
Dean. of the Evening College, get people to come in and utilize but also for health administration President for Student Affa~, 
XaVl. er's facilities when they are courses. He remarked that the arked some further outlined four specific objectives: rem upon 
the development of a fine arts available. He cited the present whole field of hospital and health objectives to improve the living 
program, a law enforcement and care is increasing ·at such a rate environment at Xavier. 
corrections curriculum, a data that there exists an immediate Specifically,. he referred to the 
proceBBing and computer need for the development of a renovation of the university 
programming curriculum, and the curriculum for the administration residence halls. He indicated the 
initiation of Saturday aftemoon of extended care centers. need for creating a more 
courses. He further mentioned the apartment-style living 
possibility of awarding to future arrangement in the halls which 
In referenece to the fme arts ·would m' elude a common-livm" g 
O'C lln~h ted h students of the hospital program, a - an eta t at dm" . . M area, .11.....m whi"ch (locati"on) a 
th. eed · d a m1stration program a asters uu 1Bn isamostrecentonean a certa~ .. numberofbedroomswould_ 
d fin. · · · th in Hospital Administration ... e ite pnonty m e university. instead of the present Masters in branchoff.Hestated that there is a 
He explained that improvement of B . Adm" . . need 10 r m. ore pn":va'"" in. the the rme arts program must be uameBS m1Btration. ~' _,, ed th 
realized, both intemally (at Other academic objectives were residence halls and describ e 
Xavier) and externally, through . also considered of immediate preaent aituation as one in which 
maximum utilization of. art · priority.Theyincludednotonlyan there is a "total la<li of such 
center., muaeums, and ,-:·other attempt to attract more privacy." 
cultural locations , available to intemational Jesuit scholars to Sheare_!' __ ah!o 1pecitied the need 
studentain theCincinnatiarea.He Dr. Robert H. Helmea Xavier University but also to (Continruul on plllJe 4) 
reznarked,however,thatemphasis.--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~----------------------'""'""i 
muat be placed on intemal 
improvementa. Helmes further 
clarified this objective by 
explaining the needa for increased 
courae offerings and more 
qualified teachers in the fine arts 
prograni. He stated that facilities 
must be provided for sculpturing 
and other fme arts projects either 
by adapting present facilitiesor by 
using facilities ·presently 
abandoned. 
In other areas, Helmes 
emphasized Xavier's present 
development of both a law 
enforcement and. corrections· 
program. He stated that the 
objective was to establish 
associate and bacculaureate 
degrees in both areas and 
expressed the hope of obtaining 
government monies to help 
finance the development of these 
programs. He also commented on 
the possibility of establishing an 
Appalachian Center, which would 
not only provide a credit program 
'•.;,, ,·, • 1 1 . .J , 11'1' / 11 J :O.l; I I 
Immediate Objectives 
Capital ObJectWes 
1. Expansion of the ~niversity student aid and scholarship programs (endowment) 
2. Endowed profeucirships 
3. ~d acquisition / 
4. College of Busin~ Administration building 
5. H
1 
ousing andteqfu1ip~~n t for audio-visual reproductions of films, records, and tapes 6. mprovemen o ~1Bting on-campus faculty facilities 
7. Improvement of religious, social, residential, and recreational aspects of student life 
8. Provision for sa~baticals 
Term Money Objectives 
1. Strengthening the aesthetic, creative, and communication arts within the College of Arts and Sciences 
2. More inten~ive use of the intemational, intellectual, and cultural resources of the Society of Jesus 
3. Strengthening the ecumenical programs and theological consortium 
4. Expansion of the continuing education courses 
5. Expansion and strengthening of the Hospital Administration/Health Care Department 
6. Strengt!tening the student s~lections and admissions development programs 
7. Increment in the library collection budget . 
8. Complementing the library to support the strengthened undergraduate colleges and Graduate School 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~;__--I 
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Long-Range Objectives Stress Growth 
And Expansion Of Academic Resources 
by JEFF ROTH 
Many departments and offices· Computer Center is now rendering problems, which will have to ht! performance," and will give him a 
at Xavier University are looking the !ldministration, and, in line with solved before it can establish a greater appreciation of the work of 
toward the future with optimism. the Center's budget, to actualize Ph.D. program. The most scientists, thus diminishing the 
Thus, tentative plans to meet the moreofthepotentialbenefitsofthe fundamental of these being.· popular, but splftious, dichotomy 
needs. of the rather distant future computer for the students. financial. However, he is confident between science and everyday life. 
are. developing in the minds of Dr. Vytautas J. Bieliauskas, that gov~mment and .foundation Gaffney, however, did note that 
teachers and administrators Chairman: of the Department of grantswtllbecomeava!labl~asthe there are many problems which 
throughout the university. Psychology, cited 'the economy tums up. L~ewise, he. make research· and publication 
Mr. JohnF.Niehaus,Directorof establishment of a doctoral. s.ees that ~e expansion of the difficult for the graduate student. 
the ComputerCent,er; sees that the · program as a not-too-distant goal library holdmgs, necessary for a First of all, students in Xavier's 
expansion of the computer system for the Psychology Department. doctoral P.~· will be achieved Graduate School are generally 
will be a vital partofXavier's long- He is very optimistic that within by the university. interested in studying to become 
tenngrowth.Heexplainedthatthe the next five to ten years a . Moreover; according to certifiec'linspecialareasinorderto · 
increased capacity of the relatively small doctoral program, Bieliauskas, Xavier is already increase their salary, according to 
Computer Center will. serve two involving approximately ten fairly well-equipped with the tools Gaffney. Thus, he sees qiat only 
long-rangegoals:greaterserviceof students each year, will be needed for this program: If one with the establishment of Ph.D. 
the academic life at Xavier and an established in his department. more professor is hired, the programs in the distant future will 
increase in the university's Bieliauskas explained that this department's staff will be there be an atmosphere which will :Dr. Thomu J. liaiJaton• 
administrative abilities. However, program will be advantageous for · sufficiently large for a Ph.D. be conducive to ext.ensive student · 
according to Niehaus, in order to various reasons. First of all, 11 program; Longview is available research and publication. alsonotedthat"inthebackoftheir 
effect this future expansion, the PhD. · program will add much for practical training; there is an However for the near future ·· minds" members of the College of 
Computer Center will need much prestige to Xavier, according to adequate number of )Joten~I Gaffney dc:es foresee possibiliti.; Buain~sa Adminiat~a~i?n do · 
larger and more technical Bieliauskaa. On a more practical students from the M.A. program m · for greater student work in this conceive the po881b1bty of 
machhiery, more .bulk storage- level, Bieliauakaasaid that, "if one PBYch?logy; and, finally, i~ Elet · area. According to Gaffney, 'establishing a Ph.D. program. · 
space, a larger staff, and greater department gets a doctoral Hall ~s reno~!l~· there will be ''manywiiveraitieshavetheirown · Amoreconcretepropoaal,which 
communications capability, program, other departments, such • aufficientfacilities for the doctoral publica tiona to show what is planned by Hailetones, is the 
Niehaus said that, when these as Chemistry and Physics, will program. atudentsaredoinginreaearch;"he fonnalization oi a now informal 
needs are met, many doors will be ·become eligible for govemment · Bieliauskaa noted that the cited the University of Dayton's program whereby the College of 
opened for the university. For grants, which are not now poaaiblity oftheestablishmentofa Abstracts of Research Projects as · BuainesaA~inistration willha~e 
instance, as a result of the greater available to these departments." Ph.D. program in his department an example of the type of agreements with a number of 
communications capability, Finally, he noted that a Ph.D. is very much dependent on the· publication which Xavier could individual companies, who will 
timesharing will be able to make program in Psychology could be a general philosophy of education sponsor in the future in order to provide part-time jobs foratudenta 
the computer much inoreavailable stepping atone for other doctoral which is adopted by Xavieiforthe make it easier for our students to in areas related to their degree& 
for the students' academic life. The programs in such areas · as future. He is hopeful that, since · show their research work. Gaffney Hailstones explained that such a 
computerwillaltio be employed in education and business Xavier is unable to compete with suggested that another difficulty program will . require the. 
the library; according to Niehuas, . administration. . thelowtuitionaoflocalcommunity faced by students wishing to do employment of 10meone to make 
a system will be developed The fundamental reason why colleges for undergraduates in the such work is the lack of typist help contact with, and to work out 
whereby the librarians will know Xavier should offer a Ph.D. in freshman and sophomore years, · for students -in the Graduate schedules between the companies 
at once what their inventory is. Psychology; according to the university will place more School. Thus, he feels thatitwill be and the students, as well as to 
Likewise, with the greater Bieliauskaa, is that a really emphasiaonrecruitingjunioraand neceaaary to hire a· full-time checkuponthesucceuofthework 
amount of equipment in the professional program in seniors in the midergraduate aecretarytoaidinstudentreaearch of the students. According to 
Computer Center, the present two psycholoSY requires a doctoral school, as well · as gradµate and publication. Hailstones, this program will 
yearaBBOciatedegreeaildfouryear . 'program. He explained thatatthe students,whoaremoreattradedto The a~e full-time secretarial ·make studies in buaine88. 
B~S. programs in systems analysis preaenttime· about 809(, of Xavier's a university like Xavier than to a help will be needed for increased administration much more 
will be able to be expanded into a. Mastera of Psychology go on to get community college. _ faculty research and publication, attractive to prospective students. 
full-fledged . computer science their PhD.'s at other schools, and In the Graduate School, the according to Gaffney. An . even Mr. Albert J. Worst, Head 
program. Moreover, the benefits of that, as a result, these men, after basic long-range drive Will be in larger problems arise with respect Librarian, said that Xavier's 
the growth in theComputerCenter they have received a Ph.D, view the direction of increased research to faculty publication. Money will library is equipped to keep up with 
will extend to the administrative· Xavier merely as a stepping stone and publication; both by students· have to be alloted to the Graduate long-range expansion at Xavier. 
aspects of the university as well. and do not identify with the andfaculty.Mr.JamesP.Gaffney, School to supply more specialized With respect to the building itself, 
For instance Niehaus foresees· a university. Therefore, since Assistant to the Dean of the equipment for more specialized Worst explained that within 
. registration ~ystem, 'in which, as a graduate study in psychology Graduate School, sees much value research, and to help teachers bear approximately ten years there will 
·result of the increased virtually implies the student's in research done by students. theexpenseswhichareinvolvedin beaneedformoreahelfspacefor 
communications capacity, a attaining a Ph.D., Bieliauskas According to Gaffney, "a student publishing their work in joumals. books, and that the architectural 
student will be able to register in feels that such a program is a who does reflearch will have a Moreover, the university will have structure of the building is such 
the Annory and, within minutes, _ necessity for his department as greater understanding of the to finance the hiring of substitute that the necessary addition to the 
pay his bill and receive his receipt well as for the rest of the scientific method, which is what teachers to fill in forthoseteachera library will be able to be made. 
in the Registrar's office. But, for university. .·research is all about." Moreover, who will be doing research and According to Worst, the building 
the present, Niehaus hopes to Bieliauskas acknowledged the this wideratanding "will help the who will, therefore, have to take · will be extended into the gaiden 
maintain the services which the fact that Xavier has certain student in his future job time off from their regular area to its rear so that the size of 




















Campus improvements · · · . . 
Major athletic building and extension includirig space and equipment 
Additional outdoor courts 
Additional grill-type food service at new location 
Interdisciplinary building 'for the physical sCiencea 
Library addition 
Equipment for communication arts, center for creative arts 
Establishment of a leaming laboratory and expansion of learning center 
Addition to Joseph Building 
Modemization and adaptation of existing plant 
Amenities in university residence facilities, coed health center 
Expansion of student aid and scholarship progrlllJls 
Endowed professorships · . . 
Initallation of computerized libraey catalog check-in/ check-out system 
EX.,ansion of educational computer system · 
. Term Money Objecti:"e• 
1. Coordination of counseling; study skills, and ori~tation 
2. Additional cooperative arrangements with other universities and colleges 
3; Extension and advancemeri t of the College of Business Administration 
4. Strengthening the Graduate School in the areas of research and publication 
5. Addition of apecial teaching certificate in health and physical education · 
6. Establishment of an astronomy program 
7. Extension ofleaming program in undergraduate and graduate teaching 
8. Practice programs for business administration students with employers 
. ' : •.i:. 
9. Expanded operation of study of business and community services . 
10. Master's program dealing with public administration, corrections, criminology, and community 




Establishment of a doctoral program in psychology 
Graduate assistants on fellows and stenographic help for increased research 
.. Expansion of computei: and data processing program 
Rev •. Clifford s. Beue, S.J ., almost one third. Mo~ver, if ever 
, Associate Dean of the College of necessary, m?re atones can be 
Arts and Sciences, noted, with added to the library. 
regard to this financial need, thata Xavier's library is an active 
vital role in the ·university's member of the Ohio College 
a~demic plans for the future will Library Center (0.C.L.C.). Within . 
.be ,played by endowed the next ten yeaia, the Center 
'pr0feas~rBhips, which. will give plans to become a part of a 
.~any· .~f, .~vieia professors the national network. of Library 
time to d~ rell!!Brch· Centers; for, "expansion to a 
Gaffney is confident that the 
'university will similarly support 
. the Graduate School in meeting all 
of its financial needs for the sake of 
. increased research and 
publication by faculty members. 
For, such teacher publication is 
invaluable in that it aids the 
individual teacher to continue to 
grow and develop In his own field 
whilehiaworkhelpsotherteachera 
'at Xavier and in other universities 
aawell. 
.. 
Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Dean 
of the Coilege of Business 
Administration; expects his 
college to maintain the great 
succieu which it has achieved in 
past years. He does not look for "a 
big- jump in enrollment;" but he 
does feel that future enrollment in 
his college "will keep in line with 
the national trends," while 
undergoing an increase in the 
number of M.B.A. students. 
Hailstones said that he is hopeful 
that the faculty will become 
engaged in more research and : 
publication, and, thus, in new 
national network will in(ll'ease 
availability of book resources to 
users of Ohio academiCiibraries." 
The 0 .C.L.C:'lllmpJana eventually 
to do away with the card catalogue 
completely, at which time 
''bibliographic infonnation will be 
retrieved from tenninala" of a 
computer. . .. 
According .. to Wont, further 
benefits from the use of electronic 
technology will become available 
to the library when an electronic 
system is installed tO prevent the 
theft of books. The key to the 
system· is the electronic "out" 
·tumatile through which departiilg. 
individuals must pa88 with.all of 
their belongings except the libraey 
books they wish to take out; these 
books are held and checked by a 
librarian as the individual passes 
through the tumstile. All libr,ary 
books are treated with material 
that will trigger . a sensitive 
electronic buzzer in the turnstile so 
that any library book not given. to 
the librarian to be checked will be. 
detected as the individual passes 







(Continued from page 2) 
for a University Commun_ity 
Social Center which he described 
as a specified area on campus 
. where a number of different 
entertainment facilites would be 
situated for the use of the entire 
community. He .elaborated upon 
this point by mentioning that the 
variety of entertainment 
establishments would 
consequently cater to the needs 
and moods of all university people. 
Shearer also alluded to the need of 
a women's lounge and commuter 
lounge on campus. 
In review, the priorities already 
enumerated identify the general 
results of Xavier's reanalysis of its 
immediate needs and objectives. 
The projects stated above indicate 
the university's decisions 
regarding immediate objectives 
and further suggest the type of 
.'C81Ppus planned for· Xavier's 
imm.ediate ftifure. 
Down With Drunka~ says the 
Ohio Insurance Institute in a 
campaign to stop the highway 
alaughter caused by drunken 
drivers. We heartily qree with 
their sentiments, says Ohio 
ffishway Safety Director Pete 
O'Grady. Please help us to remove 
the alcohol-impaired driver from 
O~o's ~ts and.highways. 
Two Specials 
OnWVXU 
On Thursday, March 30, 
WVXU·FM (91.7) will feature 
tWo special programs for your 
listening enjoyment. 
From 2:30 p.m. to 5:30. p.m., 
you will hear the "Dubois Ora·" 
torio: the Last Seven Words". 
This religious prograni · pre-
sented on tape, in honor of 
Christ's passion and death, is 
produced by the St. Francis 
Xavier Church of Cincinnati 
under the direction of Rev. 
James McKumisky, S.J. 
The rock opera Jesus Christ 
Superstar, an account of the 
final days of one of the greatest 
figures in human history, will 
be presented at 8:00 p.m. 
WVXU will sign off at 10:00 
p.m. on March 30, for the 
Easter. vacation. It will return 
to the air, Monday, April 10, 
for more news, music, and fea·. 
ture programming on the Voice 
of Xavier University, 91.7 on 
your FM dial. 
TROUBLE WRITING? 
Exercise program lead by 
professional writers can 
help you. 
Call 721-8198. 
D .. nlng's Tax Service 
Student Retums Only 
· $5 per retum 
' Contact: David A. Denning 
304 Husman Hall, x.u: 
-or call 531 ·1531 
__ ~or ~ ~polnbnen~ , , _ _ 
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A wl1T&- IN CAMOIW& 
- HAS· A -I.ONG. OA'/ 
QUALITY SINCE 1918 
A New Concept in 
Wedding Rings. 
Your names, your signs, a beautiful phrase 
captured in fourteen karat gold and 
punctuated with diamonds, if you desire. 
Allow two weeks for delivery 
Price .... $85. 
Your symbol of liiJes joined· 'in langua.ges of love ••• 
Your names or a phrase is available in English, French 
or Spanish. You may specify significant symbols to be 
included in the design; or you may add diamonds. 
Phone 621-9000. 
SALESROOM AT OUR FACTORY 
SIXTH STREET IETWEEN RACE AND ELM 
M011dey 'til I p.111. • Tuesdey thr11 Frid•y 'tll 5 p.111. 
S•turd•y "til 4 p.111. 
llluS1r1tlon1 1nlor11d 
THE BURGER BREWING CO. CINCINNATI, OHIO 
DAMON'S 
BARBE·R SHOP -






Study Spanish ~·a weeks 
· · Summar •72 
Round Trip Miami- Bogota . 
Room and Board-$886.00 · 
Tuitioo -8 credits. 
Dr. Vega: Director 
Write or Call; 
Summar Sessions Office 
Xavier University 
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Long.;Range Objectives Stress Growth. 
through the tu~stile. . student life, .. there are .a fevi 
Worst noted that· most other t.entative long-range plans. Dr. 
libraries 1 are installing or are Paul L. Simon, Chairman of the 
planning to install such systems .Department of ·History and 
and that Xavier will probabl; .Political Science, explained that a 
follow suit when the financial masters program, ·. dealing with 
situation makes this possible. publicadministration,corrections, 
According to Worst, this system is criminology, and community and 
necessaey for the future, since urban problems, will eventually be 
approximately 200 to300 books are established. He noted further that 
known to be stolen · eaCh year. if the urban· studies program, 
Worst cited a study in which five which is currently a.:part of the 
libraries took "precise, undergraduat.e curricliluin, proves 
professional inventories before itself on this level, it will be 
andafterthesecuritysystemswere expanded into a master's program 
installed" as evidence of their and will then becomeoneaspectof 
effectiveness. The study showed this larger M.A. program. With 
an 87.4% reduction in average respect to student life, Mr. 
losses. However, Worst pointed out Roderick C. Shearer, Vice-
with regretthatthissystemcannot President For Student Affairs, 
prevent the extensive damage. stated that long-range goals 
done bystudentswhocutoutpages mclude the building of more 
of books, magazines, and comlJ)unal facilities, such as 
encyclopedias. lounges and game rooms, and the 
In the Physics Department there creation of a grill-type university 
are plans to expand the present community center for abunni and 
astronomy program. Rev. James faeulty as well as for students; 
E. O'Brien, S;J,, Assistant The Institute for Business and 
Professor of Physics, stated that Community Services, ·an inter-
an observing patio is already near departmental organization of 
completion and thattheremain~g Xavier University, whose 
work will be done mostly by fundamental goalie "to undertake 
volunteer help, thusinvolvingvery research and education in 
little expense. According to management development 
O'Brien, the department hopes to organizational problems and 
acquire more relatively low- industrial relations", has set high 
powered telescopes in the near· goals for the development. of its 
future. A more remote objective is : program in the next ten years. At 
6!e purchase of at least o~e r~lly the present time, the institute 
h11h-powe~ telescope.' Likewise, trains businessmen largely on a 
0'8rienexplainedthathep.lans,in oomponent basis; that is, the 
the rather distant ~ture, to get a· training is oriented toward 
good spectrograph f~r the ~tudy of different, isolated aspects of 
the sun's atmosph~re. This business experience. However, Dr. 
spectrograph will not,be used for John· VanKirk lecturer in 
professional research in the marketing, expl~ined that the 
astronomy, program,! but will be "long-range goal of the institute is 
made available more for' regular to provide a completely 
usebyfirstyeargraduatestudents organizational approach to 
and undergraduates, a~rding to privat.e and public organizations, 
O'Brien. ·that is, to provide training 
In the area of academics and . specifically tailored to meet each · 
(Contin~d from page. 3) 
~organization's individual needs." ~lans for the Education. weremadeavailableintheJoseph 
'!)is change in orientation is Department;· according ·· to ·Building, it would be of no uie 
t!Xtremely necessary, aceording to Scheurer, involves the increasing: ~use it would not be feasible to 
V anKirk, because the whole area demand for the faculty to work place a part of either program in a 
of business analysis is going in the outside of the university. Scheurer · · building on the other side of 
direction of "systems-based" explained that "the Education campus, since such action would 
training. VanKirk noted that this Department is feeling the demand put an impossible strain on the 
expansion will require greater · ffil'_(~~~!c!_go into surrounding unity of that program. 
resources, especially in the form of. schools ~ refresh and r~~in Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J ., 
a larger staff. teachers m these schools. He Vice-President for Administration 
In considering the future of the furthersta~ thatthis~ewi:olefor and Chairm~ of the Planning, 
Department of Education, Dr . .' .the teac?er m ~ucatton ~s not and Development Committee, 
Kenneth T. · Scheurer, Acting ni:cessanly too far off, and m fact described a possible solution to the 
Chairman of the Department of ~tllbebegunonasmallscalenext problem. He observed thatifthe 
Education, saw a need for growth · · fall. mu~ needed College of Business 
in various areas. First of all, he The educational computer Administration building is built, 
said that there is a need for the . system is a fourth area of potential all operations will be pulled out of 
establishment ofa reading center, !levelopment, according to the Schmidt Building, with the 
which will be an aid both u; Scheurer. Expansion of this exception oftheTreasurer'sOfiice, 
teachers in education and special . . system is necessary for three and will be reloeated in the new 
education and to the youth of our reasons: first, since most primary building. This will leave ample 
community. Such a center might andsecondaryschoolsmakeuseof 
be established in a house in this such a system, all prospective 
neighborhood, according to t.eachers must become acquainted 
Scheurer; another po.ssibility is with it; second, the system is 
that the reading center might be needed in the graduat.e program so· 
placedintheJosephBuildingifthe- that potential school 
Psychology Department can !ldministratorsmightleamhowto 
renovat.e, and completely move · use the.computer, which is vital for 
into Elet ·Hlill, thus leaving the· school administration; and, last 
Joseph Building free for use by the and most important, · students 
Education Department. going int.o educational research 
Scheurer also said that a special have a great need for such a 
teaching certificate in health and comput.er system. 
physical education will probably According to Scheurer, a very· 
be added within the next ten years. serious difficulty arises with 
He noted that such a certificate respect to the expansion of the 
will require additiQnal staff and educational computer system; and 
facilities; this is especially true if this same probleDJ. exists with 
. the teaching certificate is to be r~ard to the two-year· old Mary 
available to women; who will Lodge Leaming Lab, which the 
probably be attracted to the deparbnent plans to expand. The 
program more than men, yet for difficultyisthatatthepresenttime 
whom the university presently has there simply is no room for 
scarcely any of the neces&ary · eli:pansion: Scheurer explained 
facilities. In this regard, the that both the educational 
proposed intramural athletic computer system and the leaming 
building, which will supply the center are "crammed" into the 
necessary facilities, will be · Schmidt Building with no room in 
mvaluable for the program. the immediate area to expand it. 
Another aspect of the future He noted further that even if room 
room for ·the expansion· of the 
Education Department in · the 
Schmidt Building, iiccording to 
Nieporte. 
In discussing other new 
construction, which will be -
· required to meet the demands of 
Xavier's long-range goals, 
Nieporte confirmed the fact that 
an addition can,. and eventually 
will be made to the library. He also 
stated that there are plans for the 
renovation of various old buildings. 
on campus, such as Elet Hall. 
Thus, he confirmed the validity of 
specualtions from Bieliauskas and 
Scheurer concerning the, 
availability of space for growth, 
which the chairmen feel is so 
necessary for the long-range 
objecitives of their departments. 
Nieporte is confiden_t'that these 
varied, long-range objectives, 
·which are being sketched by 
department chailinen and other 
administrators throughout the 
university, will engender a period 
· of fruitful growth for Xavier. 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
Local Group -0-rganirl.es 
.An April Hunger Walk 
The Cincinnati· Huri-ger 
Coalition is organizing a "Walk 
for Hunger'' on Saturday, April 15, 
to raise funds for meeting their 
operating expenses. The march 
will begin .at the University Center 
at the University of Cincinnati at 
8:00 a.m. and return there. Posters 
have been put up this week 
publicizing the walk, and there 
will be a presentation at Xavier on 
Wednesday, April 12, at 1:30 p.m. 










. ~ . 
. The projeeted locations for the new building facilitie~ which ~ave .be~? pro.po.se~. ~~ }he fi~ts~ a~d • ~~c.~'?:~ . .I~~a.se· ~f-~.i:t~i_e(s --< 
:· ..•.•. • futur& .planning..-are-,shown on-the.above: map··-0f•th~-Xavier· camtm~."Tlte' c1rc~e~ n~~lfors 1?ll~cat~ the loca~ons ~or. t~e mtran:iurnl 
· athletics building (1), administration building (2), College of Business Admm1strabon butldmg (3), and mterd1sc1plmary science 
building (4). 
( 
The Cincinnati Hunger 
Coalition was begun in February, 
1969, as a project of the Cincinnati 
chapter of the Southem Christian · 
Leadership Conference. The goal 
of this group was to focus the 
· attention of the community on the 
problems of hunger and . 
malnutrition in the Cincinnati 
and Hamilton County Area .. 
A meeting was called of 
interested persons and 
organizations to make plans. This 
group decided to call itself the 
Cincinnati Hunger Coalition with 
the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference as its 
coordinating agency. Their goal 
was to collect data and research on 
the extent of hunger arid 
malnutrition in this area, and to 
coordinate programs to deal with 
the problem. 
Once this data was collected, the 
group decided that an office 
coordinating the research. and 
programs could become an 
important force in dealing with 
hunger and malnutrition. Thus, 
the Hunger Coalition, with limited 
funds from the South em Christian 
{..eadership Conference.opened4ts 
office in February, 1969, at 3891 
Reading Road, under the direction 
of Rev. Jerry Schaffer. 
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The News will not publish letters which violate 
charity and good taste. Letters containing objection· 
able sections will not be printed in whole or in 
part. Because of space limitations, the News will 
not ordinarily publish letters in excess of 500 words .. 
Letters will not be published unless they have been 
signed by the writers. If a Writer wishes his name 




The Xavier News is published during tne _school 
year except during vacation arid examination 
periods by· Xavier University, Hamilton County, 
Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. $5.00 per ye~r. 
Entered as second filass matter October 4, 1946 11t 
the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act 
of March 3, 1879. Letters should be addressed to 
the Editor and mailed to the News in care of the 
Xavier University Center. 
Fringes, Freaks, and Mainliner.s 
Dr. Martin Marty, Associate · which they have not had a chance 
Dean of the School of Divinity at to fully recover. There were 
the University of Chicago and predictions of the "reign of 
editor of The Christian Century, secularism" as the only adequate 
presented a very stimulating talk answer to these difficulties. For 
to the Forum Series audience last Marty, however, the 70's have 
week. His approach to the topic, retained elements of all three of 
"New Movements in American these phenomena: the 
Religion," was that of a man institutions of the 50's have 
tremendously knowledgeable in penlured, the revolution1:1ry spirit 
his area and yet p0ssessing a of the 60's has not been lost 
particular sensitivity to the non· (perhaps redirected), and 
specialist audience. secularism, though not "reigning" 
Marty began his talk with a isan~tegral,partoftheexperience 
comment aboutaymbolism, noting of thlB age. 
that both young and old people The interaction of these 
recognize the importance of phenomena cause many 
symbolism in their lives. He incongruities. People question 
echoes, consciously or not, the their security too mu~ and have a 
views of Thomas Howanl's An proclivity. for looking behind 
Antique Drum. Our technocracy rather than ahead. Marty is an 
hasnotcompletelyobliterated "the historian and most certainly 
world as image,,; nor can recognizes the importance of 
everything necessarily be having a base before one can act 
explained in tenns of scientific intelligently in making decisions 
analyses. Marty presents a strong of consequence. Many people 
rebuttal to the advocates of the today believe that their base has. 
"nothing means anything" been undermined and is 
position. crumbling-. The evolution of the 
According to Marty, this cityinthepasttenyearsprovidesa 
nihilistic position did not come good example. There is a growing 
into its own until the 60's. During discrepancy between the rosy 
the somnolent 50's, people's predictions of those who once 
problems were adequately advocated the building of ever 
answered within the framework of larger cities and our present 
the church and thesynagogue.But difficulties with crime, pollution, 
the jolting events of the early 60's and overpopulation. The result is 
- Vatican II, Freedom Marches, disillusion and confusion. 
· The Great Society - left. many Marty feels that this disillusion 
people out of kilt.er, a position from and confusion has bolstered the 
"fringes" and the "freaks" about 
whom so much is heanl. And 
again, I do not feel that he would. 
limit the "fringes" and "freaks" to 
the younger generation. Marty's 
approach is from cultural analysis, 
and· there are several 
characteristics of these gri>ups 
which clearly move beyond 
differences in the generations. The 
first characteristic is that people 
are seeking the immediate 
experience. Often it is very difficult 
to understand, much less cope 
with, the complexity of our age. 
People are seeking a "rebirth of 
wonder", thesimplejoysofnature, 
etc. One aberration of the desire for 
immediacy, however, is the 
pervasive influence televisipn has 
on our society. 
Closely bound to the immediate 
experience is Marty's second 
characteristic, non· 
institutionalsim. Institutions must . 
become more humanized and more 
simple, as they were at their 
foundation. The most relevant 
example is the Church itself. Many 
of the'.fringe groups, as well as a 
good number of the "mainliners", 
would opt for a retum to the simple 
structure of the Church which the 
first Christians experienced. The 
hierarchy found in the modem 
Church turns off many, among 
them some of the clergy. It is often 
impossible to define the structure 
in Pentecostal sects and other 
Letters To The Editor 
Poster Pollution · Fruit Trees 
Editor: Editor: 
fringe groups, which is precisely · description of the true intellectual, 
one of their selling points to the the man who combines the 
"institutionalized" modem mail. qualities of piety and playfulness. 
Finally, Marty emphasizes the How does this man function in 
quest for the transcendent as a our society? How does he collate 
characteristic of these new the demands of the "freaks" and 
movements in American religion. · ''fringes" with those of the 
This usually. taikes the fonn of ''mainlineis"?Hecannotrejectour 
different approaches to the issues past. · Not knowing the old 
ofoursociety.Peoplenolongerfeel movements ·. and their 
confined to one mode of thinking. consequences can leave the 
Eastern philosophy is very much individual ingenuous and limit his 
in vogue, while books on the occult options. Norean he be burdened by 
cover the shelves of bookstores. our past, whose very traditions 
Properly employed, these indicate the necessity of change. 
characteristicscangiveoursociety The.enlightened man realizes the 
"a richer model of man.'' Marty 1 "mainliners"· provide a much 
uses the term aner spoudo-gelaios, needed stability, while the 
the man ofzeal and merriment, to "fringes" and the "freaks" 
describe this "richer model". The complement that stability with 
: term closely parallels Hofstadter's their creati!e fermentation. 
Letters To The Editor 
Apprecia.tion 
Editor: 
Before the last half of my last year gets away from me, I 
have to let everybody know how they_ are appreciated. To 
those people who let me become their friends, I am very 
thankful. I'm sorry that so many others are still strangers. 
To the talented eye-opening teachers, thanks very much 
for giving me new worlds and deeper sights to see, like 
those of poetry classes and human behavior, and thoughts 
of where man is taking himself. 
Applause for the plays, from Girl Crazy to Catonsville 
Nine; the music, from Ario Guthrie to Leon Russell, from 
the Fifth Dimension to Santana, -from Chicago to the 
Guess Who; for speakers who shook me out of false 
impressions; and yes, even for sports. Good luck to Muskie 
football, and academy awards to basketball, especially 
this past season for best team performance and spectator 
fascination. 
Who knows, Xavier? Maybe after a few years I'll come 
back to get a teaching certificate, or some other tool, to 
spread the happy thought and the glad tidings .. 
Bugles, ("truth, beauty, com, and a little salt"). 
In my lett.er to the editor last Decet:er I pinpointed the 
cause of apathy of the students tow rd the election and 
suggested a debate to let the candi ates present to the 
vot.ers their views and plan of actiqns in place .of the 
ineffective means of putting up pos~rs to attract the 
voters. I further pointed out the messiness of the 
appearance of posters dotted ali ·over the place on the 
campus. 
There have been many predictions about the future 
concerning droughts, fal?lines, and such. Predictions such 
as these have always existed, though usually never find 
themselves coming into being. But now more than ever one 
could imagine a revolt by nature, in her trying to tell us the 
Matt Molony 
XAVIER NEWS 
It is most regrettable to see that the same distasteful 
scene made its reappearance during the end oflast week. 
The messiness this time was aggravated by the wind storm 
Tuesday and Wednesday, which brought down practically 
every poster it could find and littered the entire campus 
with threads and bits of tom paper. What a MessJWhat an 
unpleasant sight! ·· 
I like to state emphatically again that posters are not 
orrly an ineffective means of communication between the 
candidates and voters, they serve no useful purpose at 
election time in a relatively small university community. 
In a city or larger election politicians have no easy way to. 
make their names known to all the voters; they post their 
names along the roads to attract the voters' attention. 
With thousands of advertisement billboards that have 
already spoiled the appearance of our cities, the relatively 
small number of political posters add very little to the 
existing ugliness. 
The scenic environment on a university campus has 
very little tolerance for the poster type of pollution. Since 
we are living in a time when the motto is "Save the 
Environment and Save the Earth," it is of paramount 
importance that we do not pollute our campus. 
Furthermore, it is very time-consuming to prepare the 
posters. I would like also to suggest that at the time when 
the newspaper prints the names of candidates, a small 
place be given to tabulate the vi~wsand propcisalsof all the 
candidates on various issues. 
'' - •I 
. ·, Ernest J. Chang 
·need for balance and hannony. 
Last summer I was invited to share in the harvesting of 
some fruit trees. I was amazed to see the vast quantity of 
food that was given from these four trees. The pears,· 
apples, and peaches that were picked that day would have 
been enough to last an indigent family many months. 
I think about the many families in our country forced to 
receive welfare to help in their living. And I think that for 
two or three dollars apiece, fruit trees could be given to . 
them through their welfare paymentsorsomegovemment 
help; and in a few years not only would these trees be an 
excellent source of food and nutrition, but they would also 
add some beauty to the sometimes very coarse 
surroundings. 
Some friends of mine in college are planning to ask their 
student senate if, for one year, they could use their class 
money for plan ting a small fruit orchard to be used to help 
the needy of their town, while also giving the students 
something good and free to eat. Churches could do 
something similar, in either giving certain families thes.e 
kinds of trees or in planting their own. 
I spoke to my father about planting some trees on our 
·property, and he grouched· out something about fruit 
rotting and the lawn mower, extra expense and care ... hut 
you see dad, they are very strong trees and almost 
complet.ely self-sustaining, and agencies do exist that 
would readily take whatever fruit we couldn't use to give 
away fre~h. o~ tO preserve: for most _of the woi-ld is still 
hungr~. <· ·:'.4'.-'. >'. '. ,·. · · ... 
' -lo •• 't i • 4 \ . • • 
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USELAWN, WOODLAWN, CNEllY GROVE, MONFOIT NEllHTS 
LOOK OVER _OUR TASTY MENU:· 
T ·1011• Steak • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• SZ. n 
. Slrlolli Shat-' 'ilia•er. • • • • • • . • • • • • 1.7' 
· 11b Eye St.call Dlltaer ••••••••••• .- • n 
Speclal Saulal, ~:--~ • • • • • • • • ~ • • ~ • • • 99 . 
''2 Lb• leef Patty. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • 99 
LIHI• JI• Platter ••• '. . • • • • • • • . . • .St 
All dinners include. baked potato, 
garlic roll and tossed 1.9ladl 
COLD BEER ON Ti4P 
. EVERYDA YI . 
HOURS: Open 7 Days a Week, 11 .a.m. to 9 p.m. Sun. 
thru Thun. - 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
The Goodman Papers 
As most people have suspected, result of several secret tape- alieady built a new arena, just for -
profeBSional sports eeeni to have recofdbig-seeeions--held at Mom's dem, and de city appeals to· 
come under the domination of a study, disguised as a mid· Dragnet, who tells 'em: Don't 
email highly-secretive Victorian out,Jiouee. It must be worry, folks,_ ~·u getcha a new 
organizationlmowntoineidereae wamed that any attempt· to franchis~, __ m;td~d«t_'citizene is so 
'TheTeam."TheGodfatherofthis publish ·the following, hereby happy t.O"gei a team to fill de new 
syndicate is a fonner boxer called called 'The Goodman Papers," arena dey don't care how louey it 
Ben ("The Bloodcurdler") without the written permission of is. Meanwhile, The Team gets all 
Muecleleani, who for the past ten ·the muckraker (plus a large fee) de money, 'cause dey'e runnin' it 
years has been living under an will be subject to, well a "garbage all anyway." 
aeaumed name as a garbaieiman~ ·disposal," as the trade calls it. "What about au· those high 
in Oheana. ''Ya see," mom begins, "dere's a salaries,'! I asked, "doesn't that 
However, Muscleleani guy at de head of each epawt. - hurttheteam?" 
accidentally incurred the wrath of Dere'e Adolf Hitter.,.... he's head of "Hell no," Mom said. ''Ya see, we 
one of hie henchman by failing to baseball',dere'e Nicley Cruehoff - allow a couple of does atletee to get 
pick up his garbage one week; this he's head of football, and dere'e a _c_leir l:!'.l~~~~_?use it gets de public 
henchman had also been living in guy runnin' basketball dey call mad.at de rest of'em, and dey put 
Oheana under an auumed name, ''Dragnet," · and anudder fella, up '!big e~k and hate dem an' all 
disguised as a den mother. So, to headin' -racin', who dey call de · dat.Now witdeseyoungeters,when 
get back at the boss, "Mom" (as he Bookworm. And 'deee guys all take we see a real good one, what might 
is called at bis residence, a orders from Big Ben, that trash· wantlotso'moneylateron,weget 
eprawling, Victorian mansion collection son of a bleep (Editor's. de coach or manager ta play 'im 
titled 'The Happy Hunting - note: a_ tape defect): . · too much, so's he has a bad year 
Grounds") epilled the whole story ''Now, de apparatus ·works like one or two years later cause o' 
of the sports underground to this diz: Adolf and Nicky tinks dat someinjury,andcan'tgelsomuch. 
reporter, disguised as Jack every city's gotta have a ·brand· Fordeobitinateguys,wejuetoffer 
J\nderson hi a cub scout uniform. new statium, 80 dey tell Big Ben 'emmucbleudendeywant,sodey 
The following account is the and he runs some guys for city hafta ntWotiate, and The Team 
______ .;.. _________________________ iiiii..,lliii.., council fmm The Team. Whende)r . pockets de difference. 
TWO FABULOUS SWIMMING POOL 
MEMBERSHIPS THIS SUMMER 
FOR STUDENTS!! 
Two Fabulous Swimming Pool 
Memberships This Summer t:=or Stu~ents!! 
THE-MANOR HOUSE-LINK COMPLEX POOL. 
Opens May thru September; 1972. 
Open 10 a.m. to dark 7 days a week. 
SHOWERS ... GRILL AREA ..• LOUNGES. 
Only $26 for season. Call Mrs. Grube, 731-6606 or 731-6216. 
At 3863 Ledgewood Drive along Victory Parkway. 
adjoining XU Campus~ 
. . Manor House 35~000 ii~iloi1_ Kid"fJ~i_pjo_I w"fth Paiiri_i 
THE VERNON MANOR SWIM .• ___ q_EACH CLUB 
·Opens Maythru September, 1972. Pr1vate lockers. showers. 
Cocktails 8' Food at poolside-;. Open daily except Mondays. 
Free Parking. Hawaiian Luau. Guests $1 per day. · . 
Season· Membership for students 20% discount - $40 season. 
· Vernon Manor 50,000 gallon pool. i!t 400 Oaidii: -
Call Mr. Mike An.derson. Pool Manager. 281-3300 or on XU Campus. 
FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE. CALL OR WRITE 
- Manager. VERNON MANOR HOTEL 
OAK AND BURNET 
CINCINNATI. OHIO 45219 
getelected, dey bring up a proposal "In baseball we really got 'em: · 
for a new statium dat kin do more we just say: 'You don't wants our' 
trickedendeastrodome,and tellde money, d~ ya-don't play, ·•cause 
citizerie datdey gonna have brand- we-iilii't gonna trade ya.' Den, if de· 
new franchise. Den de city gets all guy don't knuckle under, why, we. 
hopped up, and so dey make dem tell anudder team dey ICan have 
pay for it. 'im, if dey gives us some money. 
"O'couree, it takes longer to Be&ides, some of doae1guys is from 
build and costs a lot more den it The Team. 
was supposed ta, but dat'e. how "As for horee-racin', why 
The Team' · stays in bueineBB. Book~orm'e got all dat wrapped up:-
Besides, when dey get de stadium, See, he don't care who- wine, or -
-evenifitain'tworthbleep(Editor's nuttin' like dat, 'cause de_ prize 
note: another tape defect), dey'e so · money's piddlin' compared to 
happy to get a· team dey don't care what he pulls in by etagin' all does 
'bout all da money dey wasted. r bit doibiee. Kinya imagine how 
"Den to make sure nobody get'e -· stoopid people are ta spend all dat 
The T;am's money, Adolf and money to see a couple minutes of 
NickybribedeTVetationetoblack action. Bookworm promotes '.em 
out all broadcasts within 75 miles. good too - makes people tmk 
so dat people hafta come ta de dey're demoetimportanteventsof 
games if dey want to see 'em. And de ep~g - and he P1;'0mi~ee de 
since der· ain't so many football advertisers plenty of tune if dey 
· games, dey jue' jack de prices way kick in a little bit to The Team. 
up. "Ya see, de whole idear is ta get 
"Dis woiks even better in people satcherated with sports, get 
basketball. Ya see, Dragnet gets 'em involved in all de contract · 
hie boys to sign up all de good hassles, and even toes a little 
college kids to kill college scandal in now and den to excite · 
basketball. Den dey say dey can't prurient interest. We got de public 
afford de team, and dey'e gonna . hooked, and dey don't even know 
move elsewhere if de city don't it." 
build a new arena, wid plush seats ''What about all -that league- · 
and all dat. So de city tells its ·jumping in basketball," I asked, 
citizens what a lose it'd be if de "doesn't that hurt The Team?" 
team moves, and de citizens is "Naw," Mom said. "We owns all 
stuck buildin' a bran' new arena. de teams anyway. Yaeee,wegetde 
-"Den if de ·team don't like it, dey [YUYB to jump, 'cause dey'e so high· 
move .anyway to some city what's priced dey draw a lot o' crowds, so 
.--- -- - ---- -- -- -,-.-~-,---- "-"0~·- ·---= we put 'em where dere'e more 
; : ____ __ 1 crowds to draw. We know a good 
,--- WILLIS SIMMONS , ting when we got it. Sure, de team 
· TYPING SERVICE _. dat'e lost out is sore, but dey don't 
12722 Glendora Ave. 281-71 _ lmowwedidit,andeodeylooluifor 
·1- Typing Student Papers, erimecollegekid anddat'swerewe 
- Author MS. · m · 1't 11 ik t." . 
· C.11 By Appointment Only. -.:., come itf'aga . a wo e o~ 
- ·_ · · - -· ·:· ·--:-· --:-:....-~~ "How does Muecleleani tit into 
all this?" I asked. 
--~ "BigBen?He'edecoordinatorof 
1
. it all. He tinks he's smart 'cause no 
_- one's. seen him for ten years. But-
: I'll fix him; I'll get Clifford Irving 
• on hie tail.'' · 
"And how do you fit into all 
jl this?" 
"Me? Well, let's just say I'm de 
1 gentle persuader. Yaeee,whenone 
o' de guys meBBee us up, I jue' take 
'im to Big Ben's garbage truck and ' 
say: 'now, ya gonna play ball or 
ain 'tcha ?' If he don't, why he just 
goes intode hack o' detruckwi' dat 
day;s trash and he ain't heard 
from no more. It's what de kids call l 'trashin', huh?" 
! "What will you do after !111 tiiis 
·: blows over?" 
"Me? Well,J guess I'il just keep 
on being a den mudder. I lo\'t' 
kids." 
.•., 
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Are Whites· Being Dehumanized? 
Earlier this year I wrote an of educational dehumanization 
article that dealt ~th black · (dehumanization in the sense that . 
students as products of an it does not permit the student the 
Educational System that was hunian rights of self-affirmation 
initiated a~d perpetuated in an and active participation in 
atmosphere of ~oppression. transformation of the world). 
Oppression, asdefin y Webster, ·White students are also victims 
is any "unjust or cruel e ercise of · ofdehumanization,foronceastate 
power or authority." of oppression is formed its process 
The U.S. Department of of dehumanization engulfs both 
.Commerce has produced the oppressed and oppressors. As the 
following statistics, in its BLS oppressor prevents volition on the 
Report No. 394, that show the . part of the oppressed he works 
oppressive state of black folks against the quest of humanization; 
in this country: thus he too becomes dehumanized. 
• In 1969 male whites with an Most white students say "I can 
eighth grade education averaged escape the accusing figure because 
$7 018 per year, and blacks with a I am not an oppressor, I do not 
High School diploma averaged dehumanize anybody." What 
$6192 per year. these students fail to realize is that 
• Whites with a High School oppression engenders a way oflife 
diploma averaged $8 829 per year, which hides oppression (racism) is 
bl k 'th Coll d the gu1'se of "normalcy,·" thus and ac s WI a ege egree 
averaged $8 669 per year. legitimizing oppression in its most 
subversive form, a form which 
converts one to oppressorhood 
·through a. process of acting 
• In 1970 white families 
averaged $10,236 and black 
families averaged $6279 per year. 
"normal." 
Through an operational 
analysis it has been diagnosed 
that America suffers from a social 
disease called racism - from 
which comes the political, 
economic, and dialectical 
• One in every ten whites lives 
in poverty, but one in every three 
blacks lives in poverty, and - in 
1970 black families were not just 
more likely to be poor ... they were 
also poorer than the poor whites. 
The families of poor whites 
average $1000 below the "poverty" 
. line. The families of poor blacks 
average $1300 below the "poverty" 
line. 
· contradictions found in any 
situation of oppression. 
(The "poverty" line is set at $3968 
for a family of four. A total of 25.5 
million Americans live in poverty). 
This country was built on the 
foundation of white racism and 
whit.e exploitation. These national 
characteristics were disguised as 
patriotism. and capitalism. 
Therefore any attempt to change 
the wrath of oppression felt by 
black folks must be systemic and 
fundamental. 
The article was intended to be an 
awakening statement. I was 
motivated to write it out of the 
realization that most black 
students are so submerged in this 
situation of oppression that they 
cannot visualize alienating 
themselves from the prescribed 
mold of being "the gentle colored 
class" or sub-oppressor. 
This lack of correct vision on the 
part of black students is the reason 
for their lethargy, when other 
victims of this situation of 
oppression begin to move to 
humanize the education · syst.em, 
and society as a whole, through a 
process of change. Their critical 
spirit has been lulled to sleep, 
making radicalization a minute 
possiblity. Radicalization, 
meaning a process of sweeping 
changes in the fundamental 
institutions of this country; 
institutions which have created a 
class and caste system that has 
perpetuated cultural debasement, 
political impotency, spiritual and . 
Although blacks have known 
and articµlated this fact of 
racism for 350 years, I will refer my 
white readers to the following 
i,iources for further study and 
documentation: 
• Report of the National 
Advisory Commission on Civil 
Disorders 
• Racism in. America, U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights 
• We Charge Genocide, William 
Patterson (eds.) · 
• White Racism, by Joel Kovel 
The point I was building up to is 
. that what is perceived as being 
normal and routine to white 
students will, in some cases, be 
perceived as being oppressive to 
black students. Thia is a natural 
conflict which ariSes from the 
situation of oppression. This 
dialectical conflict arises from the 
fact that these students view the 
objective reality from a different 
vantage point. The radical black 
student and the "normal" white 
student are theoretically in 
diametric opposition to each o~er . 
because the latter, through his 
participation in "si,lent .nla.iority" 
helps perpetuate :a s~tus quo that 
the former views . as being 
dehumanizing. 
The white student, being 
apprehensive about breaking the 
mode of conformity, becomes part 
of the oppressive machinery in the 
fact that he/she maintains an 
oppressive system by "acting 
normal." 
physical death for black people; To be normalin a racist society is 
radicalization, meaning the ability to be a racist. It is best to define the 
to transcend one's situation in word "racist" in terms of behavior, 
order to critically evaluate it and so racist can be viewed as any 
creativity transform it to a more person whose acts or pattem of 
human experience. behavior subjugate. another 
This is something that the individual or group politically, 
educational system has denied socially, economically, · and 
black folk (and white students) psychologically on the basis of 
because of the fact that any race. 
institution that a society produces These can be conscious and/or 
is, by its definition, a tool of the unconscious behavior pattems or 
society to perpetuate that being. attitudes. 
So black folks become victims of To bring the point home, let me 
the oppressor's sectarianism that give you a couple of examples: 
has created a closed reality and a firse,aftertheA.A.S.A.'sForumon 
state of acquiescence that appears January 12, 1972, several white 
to be very secure. professors and administrators 
had ever · done on the· Xavier the Scholastic Aptitude Test 
University campus." They all because it is unfair (even when 
followed with the question, "But white dominated psychologists' 
what can I as an individual do?" . and counselors' oQJanizations on 
dehumanize black stUdents. 
· It becomes easier to understand 
why the Task Force on the General 
Fee can make the suggestion to 
distribute money to · student 
groups, but when black .students 
make a request for·$5000;· this is 
I told them to state thier feelings state and national levels have 
about the forum publicly in the denounced the test as unfair and" 
X.U. News and that maybe · n~t representative of black 
through the logic and persuasion intelligence). When we realize that 
of their statements some positive this test has been institutionalized 
changes in racist behavior and in the American educational 
prat.'tices here ·at Xavier would be system, and that. a multi-million 
changed. dollar enterprise (standardized 
tepts) would fold if the test was 
discontinued, we cian better 
·uiiderstftrid why it is still used to. 
· viewed tO be irrational. "Be. silent, 
docil slave, do not assert yourself." 
I could go on a lot longer, but it is 
not my purpose to be redundant; I 
only want to prevent you from 
becoming comfortable in the close 
reality of oppression. · 
In the February 16 issue of X. U. 
News, Mr. GaryTaphom wrote an 
article, entitled, "Racism in 
Reverse" which was the antithesis· 
of what these S<Hlalled liberal · 
professors had stated, but the 
article was not rebutted; except by 
the staff of the Office of Student 
Affairs, which was not among the 
above . mentioned "concemed 
professors and administrators." 
Through their silence they have . 
helped iJerpetuate institutional 
racism and thus remain 
oppressors and victims of 
dehumanization. 
The second example of covert 
racism was clearly shown in an 
article entitled "Black Identity," 
written by Mr. Rock Moran, which 
appeared in the sam~ issue of X. U. 
News. In the typic&l pa:temalistic 
role of the white liberal, Mr. 
Moran, reinforced the myth that 
black folks cannot intellectualize 
and articulate their experience in 
America, by explaining for us what 
it is like to be black in America. 
The implications of the article 
were that blacks were objects to be 
known, defined, and acted upon by 
others , and that we had not 
reached that level of sophistication 
needed to define our experience, 
explain our identity and to lead in 
changing our oppressive 
conditions. As Leon Henderson 
has commented to me, the article 
implied, "you have to understand 
the savage." 
In these examples you can: better 
understand the pitfalls of the white 
liberal. The fear to break 
conformity or to realize that the 
status quo is oppressive, 
handicaps the liberal in his 
attempt to become a change agent. 
· It becomes easier to ·understand 
why normal, average, or liberal, 
Americans become upset when: 
blacks talk about doing away with 
~~·.:a.-•-············--··---·', 
IT'S A BRILLIANT WEDDING . . 
WHEN THE BRIDE WEARS DIAMONDS 
. A bride always beams. But even more so 
when her hand sparkles with diamonds.' We have 
a brilliant selection of diamon~ wedding 
rings. In modern or traditional designs with 
beautiful, well-cut stones. We'll help 
you choose a splendid ring dancing with fire 
and lights. To dance at your wedding .. 
.o,.. ...... c ............ 
.... ••r ~let' cre41t ceril et .... 
<~I< 'I'/ 
FINI:: .11•:"•1-:1..t-:RS. 
Hwltln COllll I~ I UCI 
. • IHCHMONr MALL. •WALNUT HILLS 
•KENWOOD MALL • COYIN5TON 
• Ttll.COUNTY MALL I MILFOID 
• WIST.ERM WOODS MALL NORW.OOD 
11 .. t .... S~ ~ llH4er 'HI t, Alo,;_ fhnHr 'tit 
It must be twenty years since the place was: 
painted. But you won't be able to tell it 
when the job's done. And while you're . 
working, the great taste of Coca-Cola 
keeps everybody happy. !I lt'S the real thing.Coke. 
It would have been a mistake on approached me and said that they 
~~: ~;;~re~h~.~~~;.~h!t~;::c~t~~~ ~~:~ufoh~e~~t~m~rtt~~e~ffrC/:·~ ·:·~·~·:~·~-~-:~·~·~·:~·:~·~·~·-~~-·A~.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.~.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.·:.:::·:::~::·::::::::~::::.~:~: .. :::::.~.:::::~-:-·· -· · ~ -· ~· 
black stud en ts as the only victims · ··;·g;:ei·up-~f~t~de.;;t~ (bl~ck or white) ._ __ .,.s.,.o;;;;lll,;,;ed;.;u;;;,:n:;;;de;;;,r,;;,th;;;o.-a.-ut;,;;ho;;.:,:ri-.t .::o.;..I T~h~e m;;C~~oco;:a.,-c,..o~la.::C~~:,;;m,i;;,:pa,.n""x ,;;:obvr..' .-·c.-oc .. a:c.-· .. ol•a ..,B,.ot.-tli•n~;;.~.;;'t,,;,t;r;,;;k-.,s ·-coiilinii:p;.;,;11;.;.;ny._;,.·c,;;;in;;;cT;;,onn;o;;a;,;;ti __ • ----..o. 
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~r of the Week: Thereaults of 
the student 1overnment elections 
last week reveal that one student 
received a 11and total of seven. 
(that's right, seven) votes for 
Student Senate. This would not be 
regard8'1 as highly irregular, even 
by atudent government 
standards, except for the f~ct that 
a minimum of 15 petition 
signatures were required to place a 
candidate's name on the Student 
Senate ballot. Sorry, Charlie, it 
wasn't· the week for the grass -
roots to ground swell. 
•••••••••• 
If you can place-kick a football, 
the Xavier football staff would like 
to see you on Friday, April 21, at 
4:00 p.m. in the stadium. These 
tryouts are open to all MALE , 
STUDENTS (full time) at Xavier 
University. A spot on the Football 
Team isopen foraqualifiedkicker, 
just bring yourself and shoes. Is 
this an act of discrimination on 
our campus? 
. . . . . . . ~ . . 
....... ::•· 
At a time when many animal 
. apeciee are vanishing, parts of 
Africa have:tQ6many elephants. 
The March Science Digest reports 
that in thell~~onal parks, ~h~ ... 
drinking holes · were made 
to .. pro'vid~ ;..ater ,during: 
droughts, the · elephants •·have 
· destroyed almost all vegetation. 
The watering holes were· not 
covered when the droughts ended 
· and the · elephants remained 
nearby instead of migrating to · 
other areas ·and allowing the 
vegetation to regrow. Scientists 
are divided on whether to wait and 
see if the population levels off by 
natural means or to ·selectively 
crop the herds to a point where the 
land can support them. Have they 
ever tried birth control methods? 
• • • • • • • • • • 
This will not be National Caper 
·Week; it has been postponed until 
the week after Ea8ter vacation. So 
no capering until then. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
' ' 
._. ~- _, . 
. · · Gf-.:-:-i:i~i -;.;;.;,,;·.,,.0-. •. r.;,.-:,- ,;.;,,;.:.•; /:'.' '''/<' 
·;·· 
"XO TV Institute", Xavier's Students interested in working PeterYanow,fonnerJyofPeter, 
three-year-old · program of ·in a foreip country this summer Paul, and 'Mary, will appear in 
community service, will present shoUld send for a 'free copy of concert at Cincinnati'• Taft 
"Bad Breaks with Brakes" . WorllinB Abroad.- This ten-page Auditorium on Saturday, April 22, 
featuring Prof;BBor John 8. Harl ·'booklet lists ten different work at 8:30 p.m. Lazarus will appear 
of the Physics Department, on · programs in Germany, Finland,· .with him. Tickets are priced at 
Thursday,March30at6:30p,.m.on Great Britian, Israel, Australia, ·sa.oo, $4.00, and $5.00,_ with all 
WCET-TV (Channel 48). Ireland, Norway, and France. The seats reserved. Mail orders for 
• • . • • • • • • • • booklet also includes applications tickets should be addressed to the 
A foul.shooting contest for both 
men and women will be held on 
Tuesday, April 18, and . 
Wednesday, April 19. Competition 
will be regular and "21" for men 
and regular for women. Men may 
sign up in the intramural office; 
women may sign up either in.Judy 
Anter's or Laurie Schlageter'& 
room. The deadline for sign·ups is 
April 14. 
••••••••••• 
The University Center Film 
Committee will present the film, 
'Twelve Angry Men", tonight, 
Wednesday, March 29, at 7:00p.m. 
in the University Center Theatre.-
• • • • •• • • • • • • 
and a listing of more sources of CommunityTicket0ffice,29West 
information on work camps and 4thStreet,Cincinnati,Ohio45202. 
voluntary service. Copies of • • • • • • • • • · .• 
Working Abroad-are available free 
on request from the Council on 
International. Educational 
Exchange, Department WA, 777 
United Nations Plaza, New York, 
New York 10017. 
••••••••••• 
The 'Game&Room now.has locke~s 
availableforthoae who would like. 
to use them. The price is $.50 for 
the rest of the school year. Contact 
the Manager of the Games Room 
for further information. This is a 
must for the commuter who has 
everything. 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Interested junior, senior, _ or 
graduatewomenhaveunti1Apri13 
to apply for induction into the 
Xavier chapter of Gamma Phi 
Epsilon, the national Jesuit honor 
society .: for women. Members 
Should have an accumulative 
average of 3.00 or better and 
should have demonstrated service 
to the university community. 
Those interested should contact 
Ms. Mary Lou Gist, Dean of 
Women, in the University Center 
.for further information (853-3485). . 
...... ·•-.. ' .... 
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The weekly report form for the 
Resident Assistants in Kuhlman 
Hall' instructs . them to "please 
coihme.n't· .. ·o'n all major 
~. : ' ~ _. . -· . .. 
interj;eiosonal . relationBhips that 
have 'occumid on ·your wings over 
the past week.'.' Perhaps a typical 
weekiy reply would run as follows: 
''This week we had three fistfights, 
·two ·firecracker explosions, and 
five ·open house violations. Other 
than these;· there were no major 
interpersonal relationships on our 
wing." 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Student Handbook ten years 
ago: Student organiZations should 
not expect residence hall students 
t.o be excuaed from . donnitory 
study hours to attend activitiea or 
meetinla except as provided for in 
theruleegov~1''Study Hours" 
in the "Rulee for Residents". 
Under no conditions will students 
be u:cused from the residence 
'halla to attend meetin1a not listed 
in. "Thia Week. - Student 
Activitiea." 
.... ·-- ....... ,_ ..... :•·. ·-
The National Student Antiwar 
Conference held in New York City 
February 26-27 voted to build 
massive demonstrations against 
the war on April 22 in New York , 
and Loa Anseles. The Conference· 
sponsored by the Student · 
Mobilization Committ.ee (to end . 
the war in Southeaet Alia) was 
·attended by students from 124 
hlgh schools and 154 colleges. One 
hundred and thirty organizations 
plus local chapters of the -SMC 
were present. At the meeting it was 
also decided that the ·conference 
should join with other canipus 
groups in sPe>nsorins a nationwide . 
student poll, Choice '72. Th~.poll iii 
.designed to gauge students' 
preferences .-h.etween the· 
. presidential candidates and to 
allow students to express their 
opinienii" about the key iBBues in 
the eleCtion. '. 
Classified 
-Ads 
The Xauier News will run 
classified ads at a cost of 8' peJ'. 
word with a minimupi charge of 
$1.60. All ads must b8 typed and 
. presented, with payment, at the 
. News Office in the UJ\lvenity 
Center. The Xauier News reserves 
the right to refuse any ad. 
WANTED· - Busine&s majors, 
who ·like to work and receive a · · 
. feeling of accomplishment, to join 
Delta Sigma Pi ·today by 
contacting . Mike. Ward. in, 327 
~rOl!klJ.llln (Q31-0Q9Q), . '. , ' . 
rj 
.. -",. 
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Beard-Growing Contest Is 
Harbinger· Of Greek Week 
1972 XAVIER GOLF SCHEDULE 
DATE OPPONENT 
Thursday March 30 Thomas More College (away) . 
Friday- April 7-8 Marshall University 
Saturday Invitational Tournament (away) 
The Xavier Oniversity 
Intramural Board has designated 
the week of May 8 through May 13 
as Greek Week on the Xavier 
campus. Each day there will be 
events and activities in which all 
university students may 
participate. 
Opening ceremonies will take 
place on Monday, May 8, 
beginning with an Olympic 
procession in which each 
dormitory wing may march as a 
division. The wing exhibiting the 
greatest originality will lead the 
march from North Campus 
Parkini Lot to the front of 
McDonald Library, where a 
member of the wing will light the 
Olympic torch. Judging the event 
on who best captures the week's 
spirit will be Dr. Roger A. Fortin, 
Mr. August M. Seher, Mr. Kenneth 
F. Scheurer, and Rev. Edward B. 
Brueggman, S.J. There will be a 
men's beauty contest; complete 
with a Master of Ceremonies, 
chorus, andjudgesthateveningon 
the court outside Brockman Hall. 
The winner of this event will reign 
over the King's Coronation Ball on 
Friday night. This dance will be 
held in the true "bubble gum" 
spirit of the 50's. Proper attire is 
prefened (girla:.saddleshoes, pony 
tails, red lipstick, and bobby socks; 
guys: slicked hair, pointed shoes, 
and black teeshirts). 
Track and field events will be 
held on Tuesday. The lOO·yard 
dash, mile run, milerelay,shotput, 
broad jump, and 220.yard dash · 
For more than just a 
gift - something special -
choose a Keepsake diamond 
ring, with perfect quality, 
superior cut and color. 
ITUDINT CHAllGI . 
ACCOUllT9lllVITID 
7IO SWIF.TON aHO"'NG . ·. 
CENTER. CINCINNATI; OHIO 
731-1800 . 
WESTERN .HILU PLAZA 
. ., ... ,, 
Ith AND MONMOUTH. 
NEWPORT.KENTUCKY 
211-4113 
GENEROUS DISCOUNTS TO 
ALL XAVIER STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY MEl!i1BE.R_S 
by TIM TEAHAN 
m'ake up the men's events, while 
the 100.yard dash, 220·yard dash, 
and the 880 relay will comprise the 
women's events. A donut-eating 
contest on the court outside 
Brockman Hall, with guys and 
girls participating separately, will 
conclude the Tuesday evening 
events. 
Activities on Wednesday 
afternoon will include Hula-Hoop, 
Tug-0-War, and Frisbee contests. 
That evening there will he a Ping· 
Pong Flop for the girls in which the . 
first team to retreive a ping-pong 
ball from afive-by-fivemudpitwill 
receive tickets to a local play or 
movie. 
The Great Tricycle Race will be 
held on Thursday, beginning and 
ending on the mall. Bikea must be 
provided by the contestants. 
Couples may then participate as 
teams in running, wheel-
barrowing, and sack racing. An 
all-night dance marathon in the 
Terrace Room will begin at 5:00 
p:m. on Friday. There will be a 
.limit of 50 couples and a $2.00 
entrance fee. 
Activities on Friday night will 
include theKing'sCoronation Ball 
and the Beard-Growing Contest, 
which will be judged by Mr. Jerry 
Overbeck, S.J., Mr. Michael Perko, 
S.J., and Ms. Maiy Lou Gist. 
The week will be concluded 
Saturday afternoon with a 
Grasser. 
A booklet· will be published 
containing the specific rules, time, 
and place for each event of the 
week. Trophies and other prizes 
will be presented after each event. 
A wing prize will also be presented 
to the wing with the best record in 
designated events. Commuters 
can qualify for this award by 
signing up as a group of25 guys or 
agroupof15 girls. 
Siin·up for most even ts will take 
place during the last week in April. 
Because of the length of time 
nece888ry for the Beard-Growing 
Contest, sign-ups were held on 
Monday, March 27, across from 
the grill Late registration will take 
place today, March 29, from 1:00 
p.qi. to 3:00 p.m. across from the 


























. May 11-13 
May15 
May 16 
Dayton and Northern 
Kentucky State (home) 
Dayton (away) 
Bellannine College and 
Northem Kentucky State (home) 
University of Cincinnati (away) 
Thomas More College (away) 
Northem Kentucky State (away) 
Univerility of Cincinnati and 
Northwood (Ind.) Institute (home) 
Transylvania College (away) 
East.em Kentucky State (away) 
University of Louisville (home) 
Michigan State University 
Invitational Tournament (away) 
· Univenity of Louisville (away) 
Northwood (Ind.) Jn~titute (away) 
1972.XAVIER TENNIS SCHEDULE 
DATE OPPONENT SITE 
Thursday ·March30 Roanoke College Roanoke, Va. 
Friday Marchal V.P.I. Blacksburg, Va. 
Saturday April 1 Virginia Union Richmond, Va . 
Wednesday April 12 Transylvania Lexington, Ky. 
Thursday April 13 Louisville Louisville, Ky. 
Saturday, Sunday April 15, 16 Centre Invitational Danville, Ky. 
Tuesday April 18 Northern ·Kentucky Covington, Ky. 
Thursday April20 Georgetown Xavier 
Saturday April 22 Dayton Xavier 
Wednesday April 26 Louisville Xavier 
Friday April 28 Dayton l)ayton, Ohio 
Saturday April 29 Earlham Richmond, Ind. 
Sunday · April30 Kentucky Weeleyan Xavier 
Tuesday May2 Marshall Huntington, W. Va. 
Wednesday Maya Transylvania Xavier 
Friday May5 Northern Kentucky Xavier 
Tueeday May9 Ohio University Athena, Ohio 
Even if 
you don't11eed gas, 
we'll fill you up. 
·: .;, 
· · On the road to Florida this Easter, take a break. or your bike with Marathon. It's a good gasoline. 
Pull into any Marathon statiol"! along 1-75 from We even guarantee it. , . 
Richmond, Ky., tO Tampa, Fla. . · In fact, all Marathon petroleum products and 
Then drink all the uncarbonated Orang• tlfflllr=-.a~t1 automotive services come with a written guar-
Flavored Gatorade® thirst quencher you want. antee. Satisfaction or your "!Oney back. 
Free. You don't have to buy a thing ..• you You can leave your money in your wallet 
don't even have to be· driving. Just. ask for a too. Marathon acceptl1 BankAmericard. Mas-
glass (or eight) of Gatorade thirst quencher. tei'Charge. American Expresi. Carte Blanche. 
It's on the house. · . Diner's Club. And; of course, we have our 
Of course, if you .ore .driving, rll own card too : · ··.·· · · · 
you're going to need gaL · · . Sa pull in, flit "fl and hit tho 'M J ·
So fill yourcar,oryourvan, road. It's a long, dfy.1-75. ·. . 
-. '< ... •· .· .......... . 
Ow fflllllllftJ ............. . 
.............. 
.. 
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INTERNATIONAL JOBI 
_ . Europe, .South America, Asia, Australia, U.S.A. 
I, Openings In all flelda ..... Social Sclencei, Buslneu; Sciences, Engineering, Education, · etc. Alaska 
construction and pipeline work. Earnings to $500 
weekly: Summer· or permanent Paid expenses, 
bonµaes., travel. C~~ete current Information -
only- $3.00. Money back guaran~ee. Apply early 
for bel.t opportunities - write nowm ·- _ · 
loterna~lotial Emp~~ment 
- Box 721-~ta' . . . 
Peabody, Massaq~usetts 01960 
(Not. an employroent agency) 
1·· F 








u' \ . lded about your future? 
j ltr: dlsarace. Even Einstein couldn't make up his mind for quite lie. 
- 1 V111 Gosh took time to aet on track. 
1 \; The Wri&ht Brothers didn't start concentratin& on air· planes right away. 
So, if you're araduatin1 from colleae and you still don't I knowwhatto do with your future ••• chin up. 
YoucanaotoOfficerTralnlngSchool.Becomeanofficer. · 
1 G.t Officer's pay and prestip. Travel. All while you're learn· 
ln1tofly, 
- You can do somethlill conitructlve, exclt1n1, profitable 
and patriotic. Be an Air Force pilot. · 
They'll say you•,. just another pnlua who has made up 









I 8200 Montgomery Rd. I , Phone &31·8938 . 





• French - 6 hrs. 
• German - 6 hrs. 









Streitmarter Made Captain; 
Seasoit Opens On March 30-
by PAT GORDON 
positioning· of their hands. But 
equally important there must be 
someone to pitch to them and 
"challenge their power. · This 
is accomplished in practice by 
having the Muskie pitchers pitch 
the battiiig -practice on the field 
- and in the cage. lh onler to get the 
pitchers ready for the opener on 
Holy Thursday (March 30) and the 
trip to Virginia over Easter, the 
weaknesses of the pitchers,· 
. especially the upperclassmen, 
with whom he was once a 
teammate. Ryan has established 
the pattem and rhythm for the 
-pitchers, and he indicated that the 
pitchers, by the way they are 
working and pitching now, will be 
ready for the opener. 
With the temperature. rising to 
50.55 degrees and the sun beating 
down upon the Cincinnati area, 
the 1972 Xavier Q.niversity 
Baseball Musketeere·have. begun 
full workouts outside: First-year 
Head Cooch Bill Wolff has the 
veteran team systematically 
working on hitting and fielding. 
The outfielders are working on 
their hitting in the batting cage -
the· green netting outside the 
fieldhouse - while th~ infielders pitchers must be sent into a 
use the field to practice their ·rhythm - rhythm meaning that 
hitting , and their all-important- the pitcher must be ready to pitch 
fielding techniques. After on a certain day, with a few days 
everybody has hit, either on the lay·offto follow. 
The team elected Jack 
Streitmarter, a 5·11, 175-pound 
veteran first-baseman from Elder 
High School, as team captain for 
the sea&on. Streitmarter batted 
.375 last year for the Muskies. The 
season openerforStreitmarterwill 
be delayed because of an arm· 
injury sustained in an automobile field or in the batting cage, _ With the worries and workings 
team then goes through which go along with a head· 
· infield drills. The outfielders are coaching job, Wolff has named 
hit high flyballs off a fungo bat to graduate-student Jim Ryan as his 
prepare them for the changes that assistant coach, with duties 
mightoccurduring the flight of the towanl the pitching staff. Ryan, a 
. accident. He is now taking light 
· workouts daily and is trying to 
strengthen his injured ann. He 
will probably miss at least ten 
games but is likely to see action on 
April 20 against the University of ball. four-year pitcher at . Xavier, 
· Th th team th h knows the strengths and Kentucky. -en e goes roug 
Clrills which stretch theinuscles of - -----------------------
. the throwing ann - that is, drills 
for distance and pinpoint throwing 
for the outfielders, and pinpoint 
throwing for all infielders. At the 
conclusion of batting, throwing, 
and pinpoint throwing, the whole 
team runs for ten to 15 minutes. 
Golf Team Prepares For 
_Busy 18-Match Schedule 
· Xavier Uni~eraity Golf Co&ch Thomas More. and DaYf;on away 
_Ray Baldwin will send his team twice. 
The batters must constantly out onto.the links on 18 different Single matclie& on the road will 
work on stance, timing, and ·occasions this spring as they are be again1tt Transylvaniil and 
-..-------'---...:....-__;__~involved in ten single matches, Eastem Kentucky. Bellannine 
1
1 three double matches, and two ·will be in Cincinnati for a single 
But, If you buy the idea 
of a vocation-a life of service 
& prayer for others- we 
· may be able to help you. 
We are the Passionists. 
Following the inspiration of 
Paul of the Cross we pledge 
ourselves to become in .a 
particular manner disciples 
of Jesus Crucified. 
By this discipleship we try 
to serve others. 
For youn9 C.thollc Min e 
lnt•rested In th• Prlftthood -
or Brotherhood. 
Contact: 
Bro. Kevin O'Malley, C.P. 
Passionist Community, Dept. C 
5700 N. Harlem Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 60631 
invitational toumaments. match also. 
I Junior Don Roettker will be one Xavier will attend the iWCHlay 
I of the top retumees as the . 1 . ti' 1 Musketeers play home-and-away ·Marshall University nv1ta ona 
l, contests with Cincinnati, Toumament ~n Friday and : Northwood (Ind.) Institute, Saturday, April ~ and 8. ~d a ( Northem Kentucky State, and · three-daytoumamentatM1cb1gan 
- Louisville. Xavier will play· State on May 11, 12 and 13. 
Sports Brie.fs • • • 
Ohio. At Lakota High School, he 
-won ho~~rs. o~ the All Mid Miami 
League let Team and-the All 
Southweatem OhioAllStarTeam. 
••••••••••• 
Here's a look at some ot"the new 
recruits football Head Coach Tom 
Cecchini and his staff have signed 
for the 1972·73 season. 
Concentrating his search in the 
Cincinnati area, Cecchini has 
acquired a good deal. of talent to To the strains of the Olympic 
supplement the varsity squad. march; the U.S. Handball Team 
beat the West German Handball 
Bob Baur is a 6-0, 200-pound Team, 22·19, in the fieldhouse last · 
offensive guanl and defensive week. An unexpected tumout of 
linebacker from Elder High. He 400·plus spectators was treated to 
won all Greater Cincinnati League a mixture otbasketbalJ,soccer, and 
honors this past season as a hockey.Thingsgotsoroughthata 
senior. little rhubarb broke out between 
Rieh Schoettmer is a 6-3, 180- two playera, but it was nothing 
pound haliback fiom Roger Bacon more~ apulh and a punch. For 
High. He played spli~ end, those interested m attending a 
defensive halfback, and safety team handball clinic; one will be 
while eaming .second-team All offered by msnben of the U.S. 
City honors in the Cincinnati Post Olympic team at the Ohio State 
andTimesStarandtheCincinnati· Technical College during April. 
Enquirer. He was an honorable- For further infonnation, contact 
mention defmaive and oft'ensive Dr. Sidney W. Hale in the Physical 
back in the Greater Cincinnati. Education Offteein the i'ieldl,ioue 
Leape for two yean. (863-3653). ·-
Tim Murphy is a 6-2, 190-pound. • • • • • • • • • • 
honorable-mention All State 
quarterback from Covington 
Catholic(Ky.)High. Heexcelledin 
running the difficult triple-option 
offense and threw ten touchdown 
pa88e8 this past season. 
Mark Sweeney is 6-1, 180-
pound quarterback and safety 
from Purcell High. Hewonsecond· 
team All Greater Cincinnati 
League honors last. fall. 
Mike Nocero is a 6-1, 205-
pound offensive end and 
linebacker from Wes_t Chester, 
T or CHEMISTRY, 






evenl a or wHkend1. 
I' 
. ' 
Xavier University Director of 
Athletics Jim McCafferty 
announced an 11-game schedule 
for the football team starting on 
September 9 when Xavier meets 
Morehead State on the road. 
The Musketeers then come home 
to face Temple the following week, 
t>nd, after a joumey to Oxford for 
the M~ami (0.) match, the. 
Musketeers will meet the 
University of Cincinnati at 
Nippert Stadium. 
Other home games for the 
Musketeers will be against 
Marshall; Youngstown State, and 
a Thanksgiving Day engagement 
with the Quantico Marines. 
The Musketeers will also play 
Dayton, Kent State, Northem 
Illinois, and Villanova in road 
engagements. 
·-~ ......... ~ ...... -· ... _ .. _ ... ,..-.... _ ... _._._ ...... _ .. _ .. _ ... _ .. _ ... _ ... "·" .. _ ... _~_ ........ ~ ....... _ .... _ ... _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ ........ ·.·-·-"'··-·-·-·-:. .. -.-........ _ .. _ .. _._ .. _ .. _._._ ... _._ .. ,._ .. _._ .. _ .. . .,. ........ • .... • .. .., • ... • _ .... • " • - • ~ • .,. • • • • , '" • ., , . ' •. • .1 Ir- .. ' ··.,.. •• •. •• 
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Luxury Suites decor ... air conditioned ... fully carpeted ... daily maid service 
and linens ... food !iervice ... 24 hour telephone service by Edna and Margaret ... com-
fortable living in suburban atmosphere ... large rooms and cupboards ... modern kitchens 
and baths ... kept shiny and clean by Housekeeper Helen Schechter, Pinky and Supt. Coy 
Elliott ... call Miss Davitt for a tour and details. Reserved parking in garage and door-
man service. · 
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... Open for season May thru Septem-
Beach Club And Swimming Pool ber ... private memberships and 
lockers ... open 7 days a week 10 a.m. 
to 10 p.m .... Join now, as memberships are limited. 
• ... Luncheons, dinners, meetings and 
Private Parties And Meetings receptions for groups from s to 200 
. . . . in one of the beautiful private 
party rooms - the Garden, Colonial, Chinese, Boot and Parisian Rooms ... No room 
charge for groups dining with us . . . Call Maltre D' Robert Welner for reservations 
and menus. 
FREE PARKING AT ALL TIMES. "YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU 
CAN LIVE AT THE VERNON MANOR." 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Link Jr., .President & Exec. Vice President 
The Vernon Manor Hotel·Oak at B1rnet · 
Clndanati 452,J9, 0•1~ . 
I . ,• ~ ' 
JUMBO COCKTAIL HOUR - Nightly 5:30 to 7 p.m. 
Nightly 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs. 
DANCING FRI. I SAT. - Ouo-9 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. 
No cover, minimum or price increase. 
NOON CHUCKWAGON - 11 :30 to 2:30 ... Prime Beef, 
Soups, Home Made Specials. Jet Service. 
COFFEE SHOP - Open daily till 1 a.m. 
FORUM DINING ROOM - Nightly to 9 p.m.; . 
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